Fundraising VS. Organizing QUIZ

1. What kind of work allows your organization to reach out to and educate a broad-base of individuals? [Organizing or Fundraising?]

2. This kind of work we do because we believe our cause is just and we want other people to be involved. [Organizing or Fundraising?]

3. This kind of work can bring more people into the organization. [Organizing or Fundraising?]

4. This kind of work builds the organization by having a collective objective that everyone is working toward. [Organizing or Fundraising?]

5. In this kind of work, taking time to do strategic planning leads to much better results. [Organizing or Fundraising?]

6. It is natural to be nervous about doing this kind of work, but with practice and orientation everyone can do it. [Organizing or Fundraising?]

7. A successful [organizing or fundraising?] strategy includes a variety of different kinds of programs.

8. Everyone in the organization should consider themselves an [organizer or fundraiser?]